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where n : (nt,nz,...na) e Nd, lpl : l!:rni,{X,,L € Nd} is a field of inde-
pendent identically distributed landom variables and S": Dł<,X7". In this
case some technical complications in the proof arise (for details cf. in chapter
9.4 pp. 246-247 [11]), The proving techniques are to represent each term X,
as a finite linear combination of sums ,56, & ś n, and then to apply the SLLN
for each sum, whence we get the a]most sure convergence of X"llal.Then we
use the Bore]-Cantelli Lemma for independent random events. However; in this
Iinear combination, in the case of an irregular edge of V , it can be arised a ]ot of
sums whose indices do not belong to V (Sp,k ś n,k / V). Inthe first chapter
of the work we give a new (has not found in the literature) partial solution of this
problem, applying smoothing up and down the boundary of I/ and evaluating
the difference between this two limits.
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Summary

The Strong Law of Large Numbers (SLLN) is one of the most fundamental
and widely used theorems of probability theory. SLLN are used, among others,
in the following problems: calculating integrals with Monte Carlo methods (Sta-
nisław Ulam used this method in calculation related to nuclear bomb), com-
putations of empirical distribution function, proving theorems in number the-
ory, constructing estimators in statistics, studying ergodic processes in physics
or economics, such as, for example, the Ising model. SLLN lived to see many
generalizations. Among other things, there were considered multidimensional
sums of fields of random variables ([11], [12]), sums of arbitrarily dependent
random variables but with the same law ([13]), randomly indexed sums ([9])
or were investigated the speed of convergence in SLLN (Baum-Katz type the-
orems, |tł]).

Let V be an alea in Nd such that the elements of main diagonal (n,n,. . .n),



Randoml1, irrdexed sums. or sums for rron-randon subsequcnces. werc con-
sidcred in tlre literaturc, but SLLN for suns of randomly se]ected compo-
trents has not been considered so far, Lct {,4,,, n ż 7} bc a sequencc of ar-
bitrary depcndent. a]nost sure firrited, random subsets of N, let {X,,.n ż l}
be a scquencc of independcnt random r.ariables indepenclent of {,4,, n ż I}.
SLLN for sums of randorrrl}, sclected terms mearrs investigation of a limits
1Sr A,l \.r,l,, l Zl.{.) tt ) 1}. tt.here1 L. b,. L"

s(,4) Drn - uDr,,
i.€A i.€A

v(A) : D"o-Dr"o,
ięA i€A

Z(A) Dur, - uD*,.
i.ęA ź€A

The resu]ts of this tl.pe are obtained in second chapter of the thesis. using
techniques based on the Hójek-Rónyi inequality described in [3].

In the third chaptcr of the t}resis rł,e prove SLLN for the random field

{Xl,D e Nd} of dcpcndcnt random rąriablcs but with thc same ]arv. The sum-
rnułon is over the field of random sets {,4,.n € Nd}, horvever. in this chapter.
the rarrdom sets are measurable mappings of a probabilistic space (Q,A,P) to

(No,2*') and, as previous, almost sure finited. The obtained results gcneralize
the one of R.osa}sky and Stoica [13]. who considercd this problem for a sequerrce

of random rrariab}es and non-random sums.
Onc of a types of SLLN is the Almost Sure Centra] Lirnit Thcorem (ASCLT).

lvhere rł.e sum up properly normalized indicators of depcndcnt events. The hi-
story of this problem ca,n be found. for example. in the monograph [10]. rł,hile
main technics of a proof are describcd in |1] and [2]. In the fourth chapter. as

in the previous onel v,e consider sums o\rer random subsets of Nd.d ) 1, more

preciscly, rł,e cxamine sums D;1 Dłao atl|:Ę! < r] for some ficlds of positil.e

rcals {d,. b,,. n € Nd }. D, : Ił* n dĄ.

The }ast chapter of tlre rvork is devoted to the speed of con\relgence in thc
SLLN. \\re obtain the Baum-Katz thcorem for a random (was not considered yct)
d dimensional moving average process, This result gencralizc the main rcsult of
Sung [14] , who considered the casc of non-ranclom tnoving a\rerage process in a
one-dimensional space,

The results of the first chaptcr are published in |5], the ones of the second
chapter are accepted to print in [8]. tlie tlrird chaptcrs ones are rel,ieu,ing in
t}re journal Peri,odi,ca X[athematica Hungari,ca |7] and partially are accepted for
printing in [8], the results of the chaptcr fourth have been acceptcd for print in

[6] and the results of thc fifth cliapter have appearcd in |a].
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